Wedding at

Restaurant Kanalen
In the beautiful old Annex, there is a clear view of
beams and high ceilings. The room stands beautifully and elegant with Christianshavn history in the
walls.

It is cozy and informal
- the perfect setting
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Private surroundings
in charming Christianshavn
If the dream is a Copenhagen wedding in the middle of the city, with authentic details,
exquisite food, and the water just a few metres from the front door, then the Annex at
Christianshavn is the perfect location.
The Annex belongs to Restaurant Kanalen, which has delivered unforgettable dining
experiences for over 30 years. Here, our guests are at the heart of everything we do
- and we take great pleasure in creating weddings and parties tailored to the couple
and their loved ones. There’s space for 85 diners to sit at either long or round beautifully set tables, with direct access to 2 private courtyards.
The charm of the old nautical ceiling is steeped in its classical masonry, with its open
fireplace and exposed beams. The perfect romantic setting - whether it’s a winter
wedding in front of the fire, or the summer wedding with a reception in the cobblestone courtyard.
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The bliss of life
A wedding is an event filled with traditions, feelings, and expectations. Naturally, we will
do our utmost to create an unforgettable day and celebration of love.
If the dream is a reception at sea, where you can raise your glasses in the evening sun
on the city’s cancals, then larger tour boats can dock at Gammel Dok/Wilders Kanal, a
few metres from the Annex.
A wedding in the Annex allows for all the best the city has to offer. The restaurant allows
the bridal couple a grand entrance from the water.
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Add-ons
-

Champagne at welcome
65
Extra dish including wine
150
Wine upgrade
In agreement with our
sommelier
House flowers
45
Bar with regular spiritus,
beer, water and wine.
3 hours
325
Handling and serving of
wedding cake
20

Surcharges
1 extra hour
3,000

A wedding party
in the annex of
christianshavns
Sparkling welcome
3-course menu
Wine
Mineral water w / o soda
Coffee with petit four
Late night snack
Bar with standart spirits,
beers & water (until 02:00)
Price per person
1,495

Event on Sundays and
public holidays
6,000
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